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Why look to SlotChannelUS over conventional surface drainage systems?

SlotChannelUS: SURFACE DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS

PROVEN PRODUCT

COMPETITIVE PRICING

Reduces project delivery time
Costs less in materials and labor
Easier to maintain
Reduces utility conflicts
Makes parking areas safer

Finally, available in the U.S., our modular slot drainage solution has been in 
use for decades throughout Europe with literally thousands of kilometers of 
slot channels in use today. SlotChannelUS is the first company to bring this 
innovative technology and product to the U.S market. Our partner, Betonwerk, 
is the leading provider of slot channels in Europe.

SlotChannelUS will save time and money on any project. Our slot channels cost a 
fraction of that of conventional trench drains, and many times are less costly than 
conventional drainage designs. In commercial and residential applications, 
SlotChannelUS systems on average are less costly than conventional drainage 
solutions 90% of the time while being more efficient.
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Improves safety by more efficient collection
of surface water as a continuous linear inlet
Eliminates ponding on pavement
FDOT and ADA approved
Aesthetic
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SlotChannel  •  Modern Drainage Systems

We analyzed the current conditions and 
requirements for drainage systems as part of 
our process to develop a new and modern 
drainage system.

Commonly cited drainage system
problems include:

Are there problems with drainage in U.S.?
Yes, but that is no longer the case.
SlotChannelUS, with our German partner, 
addressed the demand for a solution.

The result is the City Drain
slot channel series.

Bicycle and wheelchair safety
Loud, rattling manhole covers
Pooling and ponding of surface water on pavement
Pedestrian traffic safety
Broken inlets
Infiltration of pavement sub-base
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SlotChannel  •  Advantages

Simple functional design for
highways and airports
● Available in all traffic load classes
● Monolithic drain can withstand

high load vehicle traffic
● Direct pavement to edge with no

longitudinal gaps
● Does not require grates for

protection of the channel drainage
● Easy to install and maintain

Reliable
● Grates will not eject from drain
● Meets stringent safety requirements
● Discontinued slots in channel drain

make channels bicycle-friendly
● High slip resistance
● Thick elastomer gasket prevents

entry of infiltration water

Durable
● Highly durable – frost- and road salt-resistant
● Exceeds all truck and aircraft load requirements
● Long-lasting covers or frames

Tailored to your needs
● Four standard surface colors available in stock
● Custom solutions (color and custom parts)

available by request

Practical and safe
● Quiet, eliminates traffic vibration noise
● Does not create a barrier; strollers and

wheelchairs can easily traverse

Sustainable
● Low maintenance cost – replacement of damaged

grates, absorbing inserts and screws not necessary
● 100% recyclable

● Can be individually installed
● Improved planning – for 

all load classes
● Documentation for planning 

and project bids available

● Can be quickly installed
● Conserves foundation

preparation time and effort
● Permanent, tight-fitting joints
● Reduced warranty risk

● Simple modular system
● Easy to provide guidance

to customers
● Fewer system components
● Slim storage profile,

low capital commitment

● Ensures longevity
● Permanently tight
● Easy to maintain

Planners Retail

SlotChannel  •  Advantages for All Parties (Stakeholders)

Contractors Operators

SlotChannelUS
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SlotChannel  •  Applications

Driveways

● Easy to install and maintain

● Improves safety and eliminates water ponding

Public Amenities

● Bicycle friendly

Residential Applications

● Simple, modular system

Parking Lots

● Lower head conveyance for runoff
● Optimal for static and dynamic loads
● Suitable for heavy load class delivery vehicles

Convenience Stores

● Safe containment of surface water
● Designed for traffic bearing loads

Commercial Plazas

● Clean, linear pre-cast design
● ADA compliant
● Safe for strollers and wheelchairs

● No limitations for delivery vehicles and event traffic

SlotChannelUS

● Perfect for fuel containment areas

● Highly efficient and extremely durable

● Quiet, eliminates traffic grate vibration noise
● High hydraulic performance

● Anti-skid
● Can be color coordinated

● Slip resistant
● Aesthetic, can be color-matched to pavers
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Convenience Store

Commercial Plaza with Fuel Containment SystemParking Lot

Public Amenity 

SlotChannelUS

SlotChannel •  Photos

Roadway Residential Application
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SlotChannel Drainage Basin (outfall)

SlotChannel System

Includes

SlotChannel Series

SlotChannel Series is available for truck and aircraft load 
classes. Each load class model is made out of highly stable 
and durable steel-reinforced concrete. The drains are 
especially suitable for applications with heavy wheel loads. 
Because of this, the SlotChannel load class system is rated 
and available with a structural certification for high payload 
vehicle traffic. The SlotChannel is efficient, effective, safe 
and economical.

structuralcertification

SlotChannelUS
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About SlotChannelUS
SlotChannelUS is the U.S. manufacturer of pre-fabricated slot channel drainage systems 
for the conveyance of surface water runoff. We are partners with Betonwerk, Neu Ulm, 
Germany to manufacture their proprietary slot channel products here in the United 
States. In the late 1960’s, the Munich Airport came to Betonwerk to solve surface water 
drainage challenges on their taxiways. Betonwerk designed and manufactured the first 
slot channels for them. Thereafter, in the early 1980’s, Germany initiated a safety program 
to address high incidents of accidents on their Autobahn with slot channel drain systems. 
Today, thousands of kilometers of slot channels are in place along the Autobahn for the 
efficient collection of surface water runoff. Below are our principals and partners who 
stand ready to exceed your expectations with our surface drainage solutions.

SlotChannelUS
Max D. Crumit, P.E.

P.O. Box 2031
Winter Park, FL 32790

407-267-5090

www.SlotChannelUS.com

SlotChannelUS


